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TOWARD "PSYCHOLOGICALLY
INFORMED" MORMON HISTORY
AND BIOGRAPHY
By Gary James Bergera
AS SELF-REFLECTIVE MEN AND
self, and one’s setting.5 Psychohlstory
women, all of us encounter moments in
can help us better understand the
our lives when the burden of humanity
"meaning" of a particular event, even if it
weighs heavily upon us, when we must
cannot provide a simple explanation of
confront as best we can the dilemmas of
it.6 Nor does any one psychological
our being. As students of Mormon histheory have a monopoly on empirical
tory, we must sometimes face these besupport or offer a completely adequate
wfldenng complexmes in others. The
and saus~ying unified theory of human
responsibility we share in strugghng to
behavior.
understand our past means that we
Not surprisingly, most psychohistory
cannot ignore the possible insights of
is actually psychobiography, since psymodern psychology. For both history
chohlstoncal analysis is best suited to
and psychology contend that the past
men and women about whom psyinfluences the present; both engage in
chological explanations can be develhistorical reconstruction; and both adoped and tested.8 What is especially disvocate plural approaches and methods
tinctive about psychohlstory is that the
in explaining human behavior. If viewed
historian or biographer usually attempts
as primarily heurisnc rather than
to understand and explain the entire life,
scientific, at least from the perspective of
or notable periods of it, of his or her
the historian, psychology can help us
s.ubject in "terms of a consciously
refine our knowledge of the past,
thought-out psychological interpretation
thereby greatlT~ improving the entire historical and biographi-[or interpretations] of that subject’s personality.’’9 Simply put,
cal enterprise.
psychohlstory represents the apphcation--explicit or
The use of formal psychology in history, including Freudianphcit--of psychology, usually theories of human personality,
psychoanalytical theory and subsequent related schools ofin trying to understand the behavior of individuals and groups
thought, has been popularly termed "psychohistory.’’2 Yet itin the past.
would be a mistake to think of psychohlstory as a new field or Serious interest in psychological approaches to history
as a rigid science with its own methods. Rather, the psy- began in 1896 when British writer Havelock Ellis described
chohistorian--"a student of history with a sharpenedbiography as "applied psychology." Interestingly, both in
sensibility"3--produces what American and Mormon historian
regards to Mormon historiography as well as to American
Richard L. Bushman prefers to call "psychologically informed"
psychohistory in general, one of the earliest American psyhistory.4
chohistories was I. Woodbridge Riley’s 1902 biography of
Psychohistory draws upon general and specific theories ofJoseph Smith, The Founder of Mormonism: A Psychological Study
human personality which lead to a "meaningful complexity"
of Joseph Smith, Jr. (New York: Dodd, Mead). Although flawed
that helps to integrate the various aspects of any biographicalby today’s standards because of its heavy dependence on the
problem: unconscious impulses and processes, the conscious "scientific" psychology of the turn of the century, Riley’s psychobiography nonetheless raised important questions about
Joseph Smith’s childhood, his relanonship to his parents, his
GARY JAMES BERGERA received a bachelor’s degree in psychology
adolescence, and his responses to his environment.
from Brigham Young University and is currently director of
Other "psychological biographies" followed Riley’s study
publishing at Signature Books, Salt Lake City.
and especially Sigmund Freud’s 1909 visit to the United States
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and the American publication of his seminal Introductory Lec- psycho-sexual development a significant causative role.lr
tures on Psychoanalysis in 1920.10 These included Freud’s own Indeed, for many psychohistorians, psychobiographical
pathbreaking but flawed analysis of Leonardo di Vinci’s child-reconstrucnon--that is, the assumption that a specific adult
hood, Katherine Anthony’s "psychological biography" ofbehavior reqmres a specific childhood trauma, even where
Margaret Fuller, Preserved Smith’s "psychoanalytical" study ofhlstoncal evidence is lacking--is usually unjustified. In fact,
Martin Luther, Ralph V. Harlow’s biography of Samuel Adams,one thoughtful psychohistorian recommends, "the case for
Joseph Wood Krutch and Marie Bonaparte (separately) on banning [it] altogether in psychobiography ~s a fairly strong
Edgar Allen Poe, Gerald W. Johnson on John Randolph, Leon one."18 Finally, the historian or biographer using psychology
Pierce Clark’s "psychobiography" of Abraham Lincoln, andmust keep in m~nd that their own psychological reactions can
Lew~s Mumford on Herman Melville. 11 Yet despite some useful distort their materials so that their discussion may actually
reveal more about themselves than
insights, most scholars today agree that
about their subjects.19
these psychoanalytical studies--filled
Most of the criuc~sms leveled at psywith jargon and highly judgmental-’’12
chology
~n history result from
"deserved the cool reception they met.
misunderstanding.
Psychologists (inLearning from the excesses of their
cluding
psychiatrists)
are usually unpredecessors, more recent psytrained
in
history
and
more
liable to pay
chobiographers have succeeded in proinsufficient
attention
to
primary
source
ducing some fine biographical writing-material,
to
historical
and
cultural
differpsychohistoncal or otherwise.
ences,
and
to
misinterpret
social-historRepresentative examples are Leon Edel’s
ical context. At the same time, historians
monumental five-volume biography of
typically have a limited knowledge of
Henry James, Alexander and Juliette
psychological theory, lack firsthand clinGeorge’s perceptive analysis of Woodrow
ical expenence, and tend to rely on popWilson and Colonel House, R. C. Tucker
ular approaches to psychological theory
on Stalin, psychiatrist John E. Mack’s
which may or may not be supported by
study of T. E. Lawrence, appropriately
research. Clearly, however, the remedy is
titled A Prince of Our Disorder, W. Jackson
not to ignore the possible advantages of
Bate’s masterful biography of Samuel
psychology, but to have individuals get
Johnson, R. G. L. Waite’s analys~s of Adolf
training in both histonography and psyHitler as a "psychopathic God," and M.
chology or to develop working
Solomon on Ludwig Beethoven.13
relauonships between historians and
2°
psychologists.
AS an interpretive tool, the use of psychology in histo.ry. The case for the responsible use of psychology in history,
¯
has proven problematic, its value condemned and prmsed. especially biography, is a strong one. While the above and
Applying psychology to the past can mean tackling irrationalother criticisms suggest that some kinds of questions probably
and unchanging features of human nature, whereas mostcannot be answered about some individuals, they in no way
readers would no doubt rather encounter a "record of reason preclude the developing of psychological interpretations for
and optimism fulfilled, evidence of progress, a chromcle ofwhich there is adequate evidence. The psychobiographer in
challenges successfully met.’’15 Specifically, psychological the-particular has at his or her disposal a "broader spectrum of
ories---especially Freudian psychoanalysismhave been criti- behavior through more decades of life than has the analyst
cized for being too flexible and easily misapphed, based onwith a living patient’’21 and may be more sensitive to particular
unreliable data, too narrowly focussed on the neurotic and dimensions of the life of his or her subject than the historian.
psychotic, excessively reductionistic, or judgmental. In inex- Psychology can be used in many ways other than to infer
perienced hands, psychological approaches to history can pro- causal relationships between childhood experience and adult
duce one-dimensional, simplistic, even cruel portraits; circularbehavior. In fact, its greatest contributions to h~story and
analyses, postulating childhood events from adult actions;b~ography may lie in interpreting evidence w~thout always
jargon-ladden studies, "as if the use of a private and developed attempting to relate adult behavior to childhood acts, as well
professional language could endow [historians] with a pro- as in its attention to conflict, multiple significance, and
fessional identity"; or "a clinical exposition ~nstead of a truephenomena of ambivalence, identification, repression, and
projection. Psychology has "thrust fingers of light into the cave
biography.’’16
Since the 1950s, a consensus has emerged that the Freudian of the human mind"; "deepened our sense of the complexities,
emphasis on the unavoidable effects of childhood experience the arcane udes, of personality"; and "enabled us to penetrate
on adult behavior no longer has, if it ever did, the status of a some of the dark corners of motive and desire, to detect
patterns of action, and sense the symbolic value of word and
"fact." Thus historians and biographers would do well to
gesture. ,22
evaluate carefully their analyses before assigning theories of
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Good psychohistory and psychobiography demonstrate a
concern for richness and complexity; for intention versus the
unintentional; for unconscious drives; and for the roots of
creativity, including religious experience. Such historians are
sensitive to anguish and its resolution. They explore ambition,
competition, technology, achievement, and rootlessness. They
also argue the "seemingly unobjectionable point, which some
students of history still do not accept, that the historian as
scientist cannot solve every problem by attending to the most
readily accessible reasons, the most ’rational’ causes, alone."
Good psychohistory does not attempt to
"prove" universal laws of human behavior. Rather, it suggests that "common psychological impulses and mechanisms
invite attention to altogether new problems, to the multiple levels of perceived
reality, and to the psychological strategies
of contented and discontented alike.’’23
At the same time, when faced with a
puzzling historical phenomenon, the
conscientious psychohistorian does not
attempt to suggest that all possible psychological explanations may be "true"
but evaluates and compares alternative
explanations in terms of their plausibillty.

24

Psychology can allow the biographer
to see behaviors he or she might not
otherwise notice: alterations between
active and passive states; how their subjects relate to others; if their behavior
indicates that they retain fantasies of omnipotence; whether they are burdened with guilt; and how
these enable us to understand people more clearly. Psychohistorians can increase our understanding of the private
world of their subjects; they can uncover hidden patterns
between their subjects’ childhood, adolescence, and later feelings, without necessarily postulating causal connections; they
can help us share their subjects’ feelings and beliefs and perceive how their subjects’ subjective worlds become externalized.2~
If we can agree that within us are urges we are not always
aware of and that we "defend" ourselves in ways we are not
always aware of, then the criticisms of psychology in history
and biography are largely mitigated. For even if the unconscious cannot be examined "scientifically," few of us would
deny that something like it acts within us.26 Increasingly, in
fact, it has become difficult to justify written history and
biography that does not consider psychology in a subject’s life.
Among historians, an interest in psychological theory has
already generated studies of sexuality; of religion; of women in
society; of marriage and divorce; of conflict between the generations; of discontent among the young; and of aging and
dying.
More than ever, the historian who today "disdains formal
psychology does so at his [or her] peril.’’~7 At the same time,
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the psychologist writing history "simply must leam about the
cultural and historical context of his or her subject"28 so as not
to overemphasize the pathological or possible influence of
childhood trauma. These shortcomings can best be avoided by
integrating psychological approaches with social and historical
considerations, by analyzing not just pathology but strengths
and adaptive capacities, and by studying the effects on a
person of the entire life cycle, not just childhood. In spite of
the errors that have occasionally arisen from the dogmatic use
of theories of personality, their many positive contributions
indicate that they are of fundamental
importance in psychobiography and
psychohistory. The challenge is to use
them judiciously, to avoid aspects which
evidence suggests are incorrect, and to
consider their Implications carefully
while evaluating the available biographical and histoncal evidence.
For instance, early childhood experience, such as breast feeding or toilet
training, rarely directly affects adult personality. Rather, early experience shapes
early personality, which influences the
later environments, which influence
later experience, which affects personality, and so on. A particular event or experience can have a variety of possible
effects, depending on one’s personality,
environment, and the structure of subsequent environments and experiences.
Furthermore, life is such that there are
usually a variety of paths leading to a
particular outcome.
Where evidence on early experience is available, the effects
of such experiences should probably not be applied directly to
adult personality, but rather "traced through a sequence of
intervening stages and processes. ,3o And in the absence of such
evidence one should especially avoid some early developmental explanations, since accurate reconstruction, even with the
best of psychological theories, is very difficult. While some
theories should probably be revised, if not abandoned, other
concepts, such as unconscious motives and conflicts, identification, and defense mechanisms, may prove useful for careful
biographers and historians who "probe in sympathy," defining
"the myths that order [their] subjects’ experience and that offer
the keys to [their] natures.’’31
WITHIN Mormon studies, past attempts at psychologically informed history and biography have tended to
focus, not surprisingly, on the life of Church founder Joseph
Smith.32 With varying degrees of success and competency, the
most notable of these past attempts include Riley’s abovementioned psychological study of Joseph Smith, Walker
Franklin Pierce’s analysis of Book of Mormon authorship, E. E.
Ericksen’s The Psychological and Ethical Aspects of Mormon
Group Life, Fawn Brodie’s full-scale biography of Joseph Smith,
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No Man Knows My History, Howard Booth’s "personality study"
of Joseph Smith, Robert Flanders’s insightful treatment of
Joseph Smith in "Dream and Nightmare," T. L. Brink’s article
on "Joseph Smith: The Verdict of Depth Psychology," Eugene
and Bruce Campbell’s use of anomie in their discussion of
"Divorce Among Mormon Polygamists," Leonard Arrington’s
suggestion that "projection" may help explain Brigham Young’s
violent rhetoric, James Alien’s application of cognitive dissonance theory to the failed millennialist expectations of the
1860s, and my own speculative essay o~3Joseph Smith and the
hazards of charismatic leadership.
Most recently, C. Jess Groesbeck’s psychoanalytic analyses of Joseph Smith’s
youth and the Smith family’s dreams and
visions represent the most explicit and
sophisticated use of psychological theory
to have been attempted thus far in
Mormon historiography.34
Of the above, Fawn Brodle’s 1945 biography deserves special comment.
Building on earlier works, Brodie’s important biography wove together various
approaches, including psychology But
because of its naturalistic assumptions,
Brodie’s book has been criticized in part
for being "explicitly psychoanalytical.’’35
Yet Brodie’s use of psychology was implicit and indirect. She was sensitive to
the subtleties of human personality development and raised issues of particular
relevance to psychology~onflict,
family relationships, and fantasy/reahty
testing, for examplemwithout postulating necessary causal
connections between childhood and adulthood. She did not
rely on an explicit theoretical framework, such as psychoanalysis, and avoided psychological jargon. In fact, not until the
second edition of No Man Knows My History appeared in 1971
did Brodie attempt an admittedly simplistic psychological discussion of Joseph Smith, and then only in three pages of her
concluding "Supplement."36
The future of psychologically informed Mormon history
and biography appears promising, especially as the value of
psychological insight becomes increasingly apparent to careful
researchers. "The twentieth century speaks of defense
mechanisms, inferiority complexes, repressions,
rationalizations, and subliminations," Mormon historian and
biographer Ronald Walker has noted, "and these insights have
an important and unfulfilled role in Mormon biography.’’~7
"Without going overboard with [psychological] terminology,"
Walker’s colleague Davis Bitton continued,
one should be able to introduce comparisons and
insights from psychological literature that would
illuminate such experiences in the life experience of
individual Mormons as friction within families,
mid-life crises, and tensions between the expectations
created by Mormon conditioning and the often
DECEMBER 1991

divergent realities of life,
as well as the Mormon missionary experience, the process of
religious conversion and the "fluctuating nature of faith," and
human weakness generally, a frank acknowledgment of which
"will usually turn out to be both more interesting and ultimately more respectful toward the subject than a cover-up

job.,,3~

Psychological theories could be profitably applied to the
following areas of Mormon history and biography, at least:
Joseph Smith’s relationship with his parents, especially his
mother, and his siblings; the consequences of the religious differences between Joseph Smith St. and Lucy Smith
on themselves and their children; the
trauma of Joseph Smith’s leg operation;
Joseph Smith’s adolescence and the socalled "identity crisis"; Joseph Smith’s
early religious experiences; Joseph
Smith as a charismatic leader; Joseph
Smith’s practice and denial of polygamy,
as well as nineteenth-century Mormon
defenses of polygamy, and the
phenomena of projection and conversion reaction; Heber J. Grant’s response
to the Word of Wisdom and conversion
reaction; Heber J. Grant’s msomma; the
physical problems of George Albert
Smith and their possible psychological
consequences; Heber C. Kimball’s apparent insecurity during his declimng
years; the sibling relationship between
Parley R and Orson Pratt; parent-child
relationships in nineteenth-century polygamous (i.e., singleparent) households; and father-son relationships among the
Church hierarchy, especially the George Q. Cannon and
Joseph E Smith families.
One of the most intriguing recent discoveries using psychological theory is Groesbeck’s finding of an apparently genetic predisposition toward depression among progenitors
and descendants of Joseph Smith and collateral family lines.39
For the present, and future, what is most needed in
Mormon psychohistory is a competent grasp of historical facts,
a broad understanding of historical movements, and a careful,
thorough study of the spectrum of psychological and personality theories that does not rely on jargon or "popularized"
approaches, coupled with compassion, caution, patience, and
an ability to live, however uncomfortably, with ambiguity.
Grasping a life "inwardly requires mastery of its full documentary remains" and "conversance with the whole run of personalities, institutions, and events, and the whole congeries of
ideas, usages, and values, involved. To top that off, it takes an
intellectual and emotional stunt both strenuous and delicate. ,,40
Perhaps the psychologically informed study of lives is
"hopelessly complex." True, the research called for is often
difficult to come by, and absolute certainty in the study of
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human lives is elusive. But assumptions about the causes of
behavior and the long-range effects of different actions upon
this behavior are inextricably a part of our personal, intellectual, and professional lives, and our society. We can only
ignore the use of psychology at the cost of incomplete, inadequate, and unsatisfying analyses. Creating "a convincing blend
of traditional narrative and interpretation of psychological
clues will not be easy," Davis Bitton reminds us, but the
challenge and obligation are there.41
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